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Abstract

Video streaming has become one of the most essential ways in online communication. While video streaming is widely used in most of the Mobile Multimedia applications, it is not only necessarily required to maintain the high video quality but also minimized the video processing time to ensure the Quality of Service (QoS) as well as Quality of Experience (QoE) of the system in live broadcasting. This paper introduces the different way to evaluate the transmission errors in video applications by measuring the error with un-uniform distribution of information importance factor in pixels to achieve a suitable order in error correction. By changing the QoS evaluating method by considering Regions of Interest, especially fundamental rules in art study such Rule of Thirds, QoE should be improved to get closer to the viewer concerns and increase the system efficiency. Error detection as well as correction should be significantly corrected in priority orders.
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1. Introduction

Recently, with rapid growth of the Internet, streaming multimedia has not only become very popular but also the most bandwidth consumption in the Internet. There were many video services such as HDTV, Video on Demands (VoD), Video conferences, Voice over IP (VoIP), IPTV, Mobile TV and their additional services, which usually took more than half world wide bandwidth of the Internet (55% in 2012) and 69% in 2017 [1]. The standards for video quality in multimedia delivery were also a serious concern. Some researches and methods have been done to evaluate the quality of transmitted video in order to guaranty QoS. The QoS is usually calculated by the mismatch from the original and the end user received multimedia in the reference measuring methods or logical self-inferring techniques in the no reference methods [2]. Generally, the errors, in any kind of data, could be caused by source encoding, compression, network encoding and etc. Even in the best systems, errors should always exist. Therefore, to maintain a good QoS, errors should be corrected.

However, the more careful the errors are corrected, the longer time is required. Therefore, only the important errors should be corrected before considering the other less important one to ensure the minimum processing time even though some errors would exist in the system. In fact, in most of the kinds of multimedia, some errors are still accepted by users. The “JPEG” image compression, “MP3” audio encoding and even the “MPEG” video are the obvious examples for acceptable error definitions.
It is very necessary to manage the processing time in live multimedia streaming. Moreover, the acceptable losses or errors could reduce the complexity of system. Actually, there is constrain for human abilities in recognizing visual errors during experiencing single pictures, especially in videos where errors occurs really fast. In fact, some errors locating in unimportant regions in video frames could be ignored.

According to the famous rule in art, “Rule of Thirds”, the fundamental rule in photography and filming, the human attention in image or frame is not uniform in every region [4]. There are some most focusing regions and some others are not. That rule stated that if an image is divided into three parts by two parallel lines in each dimensions, the most subjectively important regions should be the four intersections as well as the four lines. As the results, any error in these regions could cause serious losses in pixels’ information, which means directly affecting the main contents and easily be realized. A higher priority in detection and correction should be done for these errors. On the other hand, the viewer seldom focuses in some errors appearing in corners of screen, and sometimes these errors could be omitted. Due to that reason, detecting and calculating such errors in video could be improved by being carried on with the Rule of Thirds as un-uniform important factor distribution in pixels over whole single video frame.

In this paper, the overall color error would be subjectively measured with different priority coefficients for different regions of interest (ROI) such as intersections, dividing lines, neighbors dividing lines, and corner regions. Color errors would be evaluated by the color quality metric with HSI transformation model [5]. As the result, the important regions would expectedly cause more serious effects and higher overall errors in video quality metric. This approach would not only be applied to color error in video quality but also for other video features such as block distortion, blurring, etc. In general, this method would be basic steps for the new subjective evaluation of video quality with art’s rule applications.

The next parts would demonstrate how to implement the Rule of Thirds in color measurements as well as its tests and results for the methods.

2. Techniques

2.1. Quality Monitoring System

While no reference method at this time still has some limitations, it is possible to evaluate this project with the reduced reference method to measure the color errors in each video frames. Generally, it is necessary to get original and transferring videos as the broadcasting server and end-user respectively. The errors could mainly be created in transmission and evaluated by measuring the difference between these two videos.

2.2. Color Model for Evaluation

When color error is the main target in quality assessment, it is necessary to represent the color as a model of assessment. Generally, any color is represented by three main components: red, green and blue (RGB). Any change in value components will introduce a difference in visual color. The set of colors would come from black (when all three values are 0) and white (when all three values are 255). However, the changing in color in this model is nonlinear and is not a good logical representation for colors implementation.

Instead of using RGB model, there is another color representation system, called HSI (Hue – Saturation – Intensity) model [5-7]. The HSI model is a better color representation to the human vision than RGB. There are three color components in this model: Hue, Saturation and Intensity. In detail, Hue is a feature representing how pure a color is or which color is most
similar to, while Saturation describes how a color looks like the pure color under the effect of white light [5].

In this technique, the overall colors would be used to compare with the reference over whole every video frames [2]. However, there are the coefficients of interest when calculating errors either in RGB or HSI models. Firstly, it is necessary to convert RGB into HSI model as following (assuming R, G, B as the average values):

\[ I = \frac{1}{3} (R + G + B) \]  
\[ S = 1 - \frac{3}{(R+G+B)} \min (R, G, B) \]  
\[ H = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{\sqrt{3} (R - G) + (R - B)}{[(R-G)^2 + (R-B)(G-B)]^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right) \]  
\[ \text{If } S = 0, H \text{ is meaningless if } f \left( \frac{B}{I} \right) > \left( \frac{G}{I} \right) \Rightarrow H = 360 - H \]

In order to calculate color error, every pair of video frames should be used to measure these color components and return the different vector between them. Let the Saturation and Hue be \( S_1 \) and \( \theta_1 \) in the original and \( S_2 \) and \( \theta_2 \) in transferred video frame respectively. The representation for these components is shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2. Let’s define “d” as the difference vector in color between two frames, as the color error. By applying the Cosine’s law in triangle, the below equation was used to calculate the color error in the two corresponding frames.

\[ d = \sqrt{S_1^2 + S_2^2 - 2 \times S_1 \times S_2 \times \cos(\theta_2 - \theta_1)} \]

According to the characteristics of HSI color model stated by Gonzalez and Woods[5], the Intensity component, I, is decoupled from the color information in the image. That is only meaningful for image computer based processing. The other two components H and S, on the other hand, are intimately related to the way in which human being perceive colors. Therefore, for the simplicity of processing, only Hue and Saturation would be considered in this paper to evaluate the color error in frames. The procedure was described in equation 1, 2, 3 and 4.

**Figure 1. HSI Color Model with Hue-Saturation and Hue-Saturation-Intensity**
2.3. Regions of Interesting – Rule of Thirds

Normally, every pixel in both frames would be equally compared. Nevertheless, this consideration might not be corrected when it takes into account the acceptable errors unexploited by users. In fact, there are some regions would caught more viewer’s attention while some would not. Therefore, the frame should be divided into several ROIs with various priority factors. Because of the important of information loss in type 4, these regions would have the highest coefficient of priority factor for error calculating. For higher error evaluating resolution and according to the Rule of Thirds [4], the frame is actually divided into 12 parts with fixed two dividing lines in each dimension. The distribution is shown in Fig 3. There are coefficients as 0.03, 1.2, 2.5, 6 for Type 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Then, the color quantity in each video image would calculate as (6), (7).

In the below equations, r, g, b are the color components inside each pixels and Rᵢ, Gᵢ, Bᵢ are an average value of color components in each regions. There are four values for “i” as the four types of regions. The “j” indicates the frames in pair, 1 is original and 2 is transferring video. The smallest rectangle unit in a frame was called unit-block whose dimensions were calculated as frame_height/12 and frame_width/12. As the result, the Area of type I, type II, type III and type IV would be 16, 48, 64 and 16 unit blocks, respectively. Afterward, it is necessary to provide an average R, G, and B for whole frame with the priority coefficients for each regions as (8), (9), (10):

\[ R_{ji} = \frac{1}{\text{Area} \, T_i} \sum_{i_j} r_{i_j} \]  
\[ G_{ji} = \frac{1}{\text{Area} \, T_i} \sum_{i_j} g_{i_j} \]  
\[ B_{ji} = \frac{1}{\text{Area} \, T_i} \sum_{i_j} b_{i_j} \]  

with \( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) and \( j = 1, 2 \)

(6)  
(7)

\[ R_j = 0.03 \times R_{1j} + 1.2 \times R_{2j} + 2.5 \times R_{3j} + 6 \times R_{4j} \]  
\[ G_j = 0.03 \times G_{1j} + 1.2 \times G_{2j} + 2.5 \times G_{3j} + 6 \times G_{4j} \]  

(8)  
(9)

Figure 2. Geometric calculating model of Hue-Saturation-Intensity in HSI

Figure 3. Rule of Thirds division in Frame
3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Objective Test

In this experiment, there are two samples clips. One of them has been created as the transmitted videos by adding color errors in some particular regions in original frames. Generally, the clip contained 130 frames in total and the errors have been added in every period of 21 frames. It is necessary to have the same number of errors for each of frame regions.

\[ R_j = 0.03 \times B_1j + 1.2 \times B_2j + 2.5 \times B_3j + 6 \times B_4j; \]  

Firstly, to ensure the correct performance of the evaluating system, same clips have been used to ensure the error free result and guarantee normal performance, as Fig 4.

Secondly, the 48 color error sample video would be used as transferred video while original video was remanded. In the Fig 6, the continuous line (resulted by rule of Thirds algorithm) indicates the serious color errors in the Rule of Thirds regions (at the second half of the video), which would cause much impacts to the main content on the screen. The others errors would cause less effects to the overall video quality. However in the dash line (representing the normal error evaluation), the error would be nearly the same for all the regions.
3.2. Subjective Test

Three sub-tests, Rule of Thirds regions, Viewer Opinion and removing Rule of Third errors tests, have been carried out. The Rule of Thirds regions test demonstrates the sensitivity of viewer to color errors and their locations. The same clip sample has been re-used in this test. The clip was played together with the original clip to avoid the effects by serial error frames. There are 15 observers were asked to relatively notice error locations while focusing on the main contents of the video sample. Fig 5 shows the total number of errors have been noticed in each regions. In details, there is a few of errors could be realized the corners of screen (the region type I). With the same number of errors added, the recognized errors increased in the frame margin (type II), especially in the Rule of Thirds regions (type III and IV). Even though, the number of errors is decreasing in the intersection regions, the error density is still highest. This means whenever the errors takes place in this region, it would be easy to be noticed by viewers.

Secondly, viewer opinion tests give a clearer view of different regions’ impacts in viewer satisfaction with each of error. In this test, for each of the error’s location (done in previous test), it is required for observers to give the error’s satisfaction. Invert Mean Opinion Score (MOS) has been used, in which viewer’s dissatisfaction with 0 is acceptable, and 5 is highly uncomfortable for every appearing error. In the Fig 6, the gray areas indicate the dissatisfaction level (Invert MOS). This quantity is changed proportional to the changes in Rule of Thirds region error measurement. With the same number of errors, the QoE in the Rule of Thirds region has been affected much more than the others. Therefore, it is necessary to correct these errors first to maintain the QoE coefficients. In other words, the quality in these interesting regions should be ensured for QoE Guaranty.

Finally, most of the errors in Rule of Third regions (type III and IV) have been removed. Most of the observers realized that the quality has strongly been increased and there was no complain for video quality. Few of the viewer still realized the others errors. The other regions result was also been affected due to viewer’s mistakes in realizing error locations at the first stage.

Note that for all the test including objective and subjective tests, for getting the better and closer to real conditions of live broadcasting, the test was played quince (4 times) only to ensure the observers would not try to detect the errors instead of enjoy the contents.

![Figure 6. Subjective testing result in Regions of Interesting](image-url)
4. Conclusion

The video quality, one of the most important concerns in streaming multimedia system, should not only be carried out by computing the overall error factors but also based on viewer perceived experience. In fact, Rule of Thirds including some viewer’s interesting regions rules could be applied to preciously adjust the QoE measuring method and simplify the system structure as well as analytical algorithms. Even though different kinds of rule can give different priority in error measurement, this Rule of Thirds as the fundamental rule in Art study could give the basic improvement and acceptable results for color error evaluation and measurement. In general, this technique can be applied to most kinds of error managements when the priority of error correction is highly required.
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